Racial Injustice

I believe racial injustice is one of the worst thing in the world right now because we face police brutality, and we are also faced with the problem of a racist president, who should be calming us down in a time like this, not making things worse with his claims to “make America great again”, but then destroying what past great presidents did. The problem right now is not just colored people dying, the problem is the People that have authority keep killing them, because they think that they are so high and mighty, that the law has no effect on them. The fact that the policeman killed that black person, who was begging to be let go so he could breathe, sickens me. Just because we are black, doesn't mean that we don't have family or feelings or people that we care about. We just want recognition that colored lives matter too.

The raiding of buildings is not because people are taking advantage of Covid19, but because they are lost voices of the people that want to be heard. Not everyone has a reason for raiding, but we should at least be given a chance to speak our mind, and to speak up for those who can't speak for themselves. Do we really want someone in office that can't be trusted with the power that he has, taking money out of the military fundings that they would have used for things like first aid, beds, food, and water, and building a wall? What if our only family was on the other side of that wall? Would he really separate family for his personal reasons? To this day, our world values buildings more than the people. People can't be rebuilt the way buildings can. The people are not only angry at what has happened, but they are also tired of waiting for what is going to happen, so they try to be heard. No one can ignore what is happening for much longer. You need to let the people be heard so we can make a difference. Only with unity can we truly make the world a better place. We don't learn from lessons, but from stories and experience. Without those things, we will never understand each other.

The death of George Floyd showed America what this world is coming too. He said that he couldn't breath so many times, and yet the officer still didn't let him breath. If this is what families have to bring children into, then I am fearful of what will happen, if they will grow up normally, or if they will live the rest of their life not being able to go places or see anything that children should be able to experience. I am hoping that this world will go back to when it was ok, but that may never happen.

I hope that this is informational being able to see through my perspective.
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